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Introduc on
Problem: Exis ng cap on genera on systems
cannot produce contextualized cap ons.

Show, A end and Tell system [ ]:
”a park bench si ng in the middle of a park”

Human-generated:
”A path through Pitshanger Park, near Ealing in the
west London suburbs.”

Solu on: image-specific geographic
context added to the standard cap oning
architecture.

Challenges

• Which objects from a geographic database should
be included in the geographic context?

• What informa on related to geographic objects
should be considered?

• How to make a text genera on network generate
appropriate geographic names?
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Geographic context

Geographic context of an image — a set of relevant objects around the image loca on.

Examples of generated cap ons

Image Human-generated System Automa cally generated
Country road crossing a
bridge over a tributary of
the River Tamar near
Moreton Pound.

MSCOCO-trained,
no Geo

a long road that has some
trees on it

Geograph-trained,
no Geo

the bridge carries a road
over a small stream near
<unk> farm

Geograph-trained,
plus Geo

the view of the road near
river tamar

A ripening field of barley
near Newton of Lathrisk.

MSCOCO-trained,
no Geo

a large field with a field in
the background

Geograph-trained,
no Geo

a field of wheat to the
north of <unk>

Geograph-trained,
plus Geo

a crop of barley to the
north of freuchie

Data sources

Source Source type Data
Geograph [ ] image hos ng

website
images with
cap ons and
coordinates

OpenStreetMap
[ ]

geographic
database

informa on
about the

objects in the
geo context

Results

System Trained on CIDEr score
Show, A end

and Tell
MSCOCO .

Show, A end
and Tell

Geograph .

Show, A end
and Tell + Geo

Geograph .

Conclusion
A cap on genera on system with an added
geographic component produces contextualized
cap ons that are more informa ve and relevant to
the images without compromising the quality of the
image descrip on.
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